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Abstract 
Pedestrian safety poses a challenge in the traffic. The automobile industry strives to decrease the 

death risk and injury level. Pedestrian dummies are used to experiment and evaluate the impact 

safety of a certain car. However such experiments are expensive and time consuming, in addition to 

the limited number of pedestrian crash dummies. Creating a model to be used in simulation would 

be very helpful in order to surpass the difficulties coming up with physical experiments.      

The objective of this project was to create a Finite element model of an existing pedestrian crash test 

dummy developed by Autoliv. The modelling mainly focused on two parts that have influence on the 

dummy kinematics, namely the knee and the lumbar spine.  

Different meshes of modelled components were created and evaluated in terms of resolution, 

element size and complexity. The knee and lumbar spine components were integrated into the 

dummy by creating different kinematics and joint relations between components in LS-Dyna. After 

simulating the dummy with application of an external load, the joint relation that was easier to 

manipulate and shows better robustness and predictability was chosen to carry on the work with.  

A crash test was simulated with the developed model, where the FE-dummy in a standing position 

was hit by a car model provided by Autoliv. Simulations based on physical crash tests were 

performed to evaluate the validity of the constructed model. The validation process focused on the 

dynamics of certain dummy parts, such as acceleration of the hip, rib and head, in addition to 

traveling trajectory and hit point of the knee, head and shoulder. During the simulation, the dummy 

had a comparable motion to the experiment despite some differences, the values of acceleration and 

displacement were also considered. 

  

  



Sammanfattning 
Fotgängarnas säkerhet utgör en utmaning i trafiken. Bilindustrin strävar efter att minska döds och 

skaderisken. Fotgängardockor används numera för att experimentera och utvärdera krocksäkerheten 

för en viss bil. Emellertid sådana försök är dyra och tidskrävande, utöver det antalet fotgängare 

krockdockor är begränsat. Att skapa en modell som skall användas i simulering skulle vara till stor 

hjälp för att överkomma de svårigheter som kommer upp med fysiska experiment. 

Syftet med detta projekt var att skapa en finit elementmodell av en befintlig fotgängarkrockdocka 

som utvecklades av Autoliv. Modelleringen är i huvudsak inriktad på två delar som har inflytande på 

dockans kinematik, nämligen knä och ländryggen. 

Olika meshing modellerade komponenter skapades och utvärderades vad gäller upplösning, element 

storlek och komplexitet. Knä och ländrygg komponenter integrerades i provdockan genom att skapa 

olika kinematik och relationer mellan komponenter i LS-Dyna. Efter att simulera dockan med 

tillämpning av en yttre belastning, den gemensamma relation som var lättare att manipulera och 

visar bättre robusthet och förutsägbarhet valdes för att fortsätta arbetet med. 

En krasch simulering gjordes med den utvecklade modellen, där FE-ockan i en stående position 

träffas av en bilmodell från Autoliv. Simuleringar baserade på fysiska krocktester genomfördes för att 

utvärdera giltigheten av det konstruerade modellen. Valideringsprocessen inriktad på dynamiken i 

vissa delar, såsom acceleration av höften, revben och huvud, förutom res bana och träff punkt i 

knäet, huvud och skuldra. Under simuleringen, provdockan hade en jämförbar rörelse till 

experimentet trots vissa skillnader, var värdena för acceleration och förskjutning också övervägas. 
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1 Introduction 
Pedestrian injuries are a major global health problem [1]. Each year 270 000 pedestrians are killed in 

traffic in the world, including 10 000 – 20 000 pedestrians who sustain disabling injuries every day 

[1]. Therefore, there is a need to make crossing the roads safer. The risk of pedestrian accidents 

depends on traffic environment (i.e road quality, traffic signs, respecting the laws…).  Despite that 

the traffic environment has been developed in some countries; pedestrians are still subjected to 

severe injuries and fatalities [2]. In a car to pedestrian accident, there are many parameters involved 

that are decisive of the outcome of the incident, with a varying degree of responsibility; amongst 

them are the car developers. The vehicle industry is concerned with the passive safety, meaning that 

they should make efforts for developing protective systems in vehicles in order to prevent or at least 

minimize the pedestrian injuries.   

During the development phase of the passive safety systems, crash test dummies are used in 

experiments. Full scale experiments with the crash dummies are necessary to test and evaluate a 

certain developed safety system. The impact dummies have existed since the seventies [3]. They 

have the advantage of being robust, reproducible and giving valuable data regarding the forces 

acting on the body experienced in a car crash [4]. 

However, the number of standing physical dummies that can be used for pedestrian impacts are 

limited. Meanwhile there is a great need for a pedestrian model that can be used in the development 

and evaluation of pedestrian injury countermeasures.  Therefore Autoliv have developed their own 

physical pedestrian dummy mainly using components from different available dummies on the 

market (i.e. Dummies used for frontal and side impact collision tests). Only a very limited number of 

components were developed and manufactured in house.  

Yet, full scale dummy tests have a high cost and are time consuming. The car automotive industry has 

therefore started to use virtual models in simulation to a larger extent in their work since they make 

it possible to optimize the test before doing the experimental test to a much lower cost.  

There is however still no available mathematical model of this pedestrian dummy developed by 

Autoliv. The aim of this thesis was therefore to develop a finite element model to represent the 

physical dummy in the simulation. Modelling with finite element method is specifically chosen for its 

many computational advantages, and in addition it’s adaptable to any complex geometry.  

This report presents different steps in modelling the pedestrian dummy using the finite element 

method. 

1.1 Aim of the project  
The main objectives of this master thesis is to obtain a complete and comparable FE-model of 

pedestrian crash dummy. In order for the FE-model to represent the physical model in a fairly 

accurate way, it should fulfill certain requirements: 

 The dummy should be fully assembled, having similar joints to the physical 

dummy. 

 Meshing of the components should not result in a bad accuracy or a long 

simulation time.  
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• The FE model and the real dummy should exhibit comparable mechanical reaction 

and motion during an impact. 

• The components of the model should have equivalent material properties with 

their respective real parts.  
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2 Background 

Pedestrians are considered an unprotected traffic user. In a traffic accident they may suffer from 

injuries at different parts of the body. There are several ways to evaluate pedestrian injuries. 

Amongst them, there are pedestrian dummy experiments, experiments with impactor forms and 

multibody models [5]. Early models of pedestrian dummies such as Hybrid II, Hybrid III, and Polar 

dummy have been experimented. But with an overall poor motion, the results concerning kinematic 

biofidelity was not satisfying [5]. The EEVC has long been using pedestrian subsystem impactor tests 

[6]. These tests include only specific parts of the body being struck to a car, for instance head form to 

bonnet, upper leg form to bonnet leading edge and leg form to bumper [6]. These tests do not take 

into consideration the relative motion of different parts of the body. They are mainly used for 

legislation since it easier to apply, and furthermore the range of variation of the results is smaller 

compared to a full scale pedestrian dummy [5]. Later on other pedestrian dummies have been 

developed and showed better biofidelity such as PoLar III and IA-dummy which is the subject of this 

project.   

2.1 IA-dummy 

The finite element model that was created is based on a dummy built by Autoliv in 2002. The so 

called IA-dummy (see figure 1). There do already exist several pedestrian dummy models, which have 

been used for years. However they have showed some lack of biofidelity during the experiments 

performed by Autoliv [8].For instance the movement of the chest relative to the pelvis and the 

insensitivity to impact speed [9]. For this reason Autoliv has developed this dummy by combining 

various parts from different dummies and adding some new components in order to improve 

biofidelity.   

The IA dummy is a 50th percentile male dummy. It consists of a thorax, head and neck brought from 

Eurosid II [7]. The Eurosid II is a dummy developed for studies of side collisions with movable 

barriers. Its components are designed to measure rib, spine, and internal organ effects and thus 

asses the safety in side impacts according to European regulations [9]. It also assesses spine and rib 

acceleration and compression of the chest cavity. The Eurosid dummy is chosen for its various signal 

extractions, such as rotational and translational accelerations of the head, accelerations of the spine, 

rib intrusion and the possibility to measure forces at the abdomen, the arms and back plate [13]. In 

addition the moment can also be measured at different points, such as the neck and lumbar spine 

[14].While the pelvis and legs belong to a standing Hybrid III dummy. The model in this project is 

representing a pedestrian, which means it includes a standing pelvis. The standing pelvis allows the 

freedom of movement of the legs [15].  

The knees in Hybrid III legs were replaced with an inhouse designed knee by Autoliv, mainly for 

preventing the axial rotation of the leg during the impact. Additionally, the knee was designed in 

such a way to be tightened hard enough to prevent axial rotation of the lower leg [9].  

The lumbar spine of the IA-dummy was also modified to give a more realistic motion and allow easy 

replacement in case of damage. The extension of the original lumbar spine in Eurosid II was too short 

according to tests made at Autoliv [8]. For this reason it has been substituted with a spring that can 

allow extension, bending and torsion [8].  
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Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.. IA dummy 

2.2 Knee model 
The knee model available consists of four parts, as shown in figure 2. The Upper support (1) and the 

knee clevis (2) rotate together around the knee axis (3). The axial translation of the knee axis is 

restrained with a bolted joint. The tightening plate (4) is for locking the beam with upper support and 

eliminates axial rotation. See appendix 1 for geometry details about knee components. 

 

Figure 2. Knee parts. 1: Upper support 2: knee clevis 3: knee axis 4: tightening plate 

The knee clevis is located under the upper leg, it is connected to the upper leg through a beam, this 

latter is an extension of the upper leg (see figure 3). This beam is locked with the knee clevis by a 
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screw. This way all the degrees of freedom between the beam and the knee clevis are constrained, 

which makes the knee clevis follow the femur in the motion.  

The upper support is also attached to a beam that connects it to the lower leg, thus making the 

upper support follow the motion of the lower leg beam. A tightening plate fastens the upper support 

together with the beam, eliminating all the degrees of freedom, but most importantly to eliminate 

the axial rotation of the lower leg [9]. This was an unwanted rotation that was observed with the 

conventional knee in Hybrid III [9].The other end of the beam is welded with the lower leg. (See 

figure 3 right) 

 

Figure 3. Left: Knee clevis with beam. Right: Upper support with tibia. 

The type of knee explained above indicates also that the purpose of it is to fulfil rotation rather than 

evaluating a knee injury. During the impact of a human leg, the knee is primarily injured by shearing 

displacement of the ligaments and compression force inside knee joint [10]. This mechanism is 

completely absent in the dummy knee model. Furthermore the knee model is not equipped with a 

sensor to measure forces.   

2.3 Lumbar spine 
The lumbar spine in the IA dummy consists of a vertically standing spring trapped between two 

plates. As illustrated in figure 4, the spring is clamped on both sides to constrain its movement. The 

lower plate of the lumbar spine is constrained to the pelvis in a way to prevent axial rotation, in 

order to give a more realistic motion of the hip during impact [9]. 

Both the upper and lower plate have a flat surface with threaded holes, which indicates they are 

fastened with thorax and pelvis respectively, and thus eliminating rotations between them. 

Geometry details of the lumbar spine can be found in Appendix 2. 
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Figure 4. Lumbar spine. 

2.4 Finite element method 
The finite element method (FEM) is a numerical method used for finding approximate solution to 

structures with dynamic or static load applied. FEM is applied by dividing a whole problem domain 

into a finite number of smaller parts, called finite elements. All the elements are connected through 

nodes. The elements have physical properties such as thickness and material properties. The degrees 

of freedom of the structure are set by prescribing the displacement of the nodes. Thus the 

displacement of the elements is an interpolation of the nodal displacements, for this reason the FEM 

offers an approximate solution. [11]. 

The FEM is particularly convenient for solid mechanics with a complex geometry. When applying FEM 

on a structure with known boundary conditions, external forces and constrained degrees of freedom 

at specific points, the equation used in solid mechanics can be then applied on each node.  

Assuming a  structure loaded by an external force. The finite element equation is expressed as: 

 F K U        (1) 

Where K is stiffness matrix, F  is a matrix of external forces applied to the nodes. U is the 

displacement matrix of all the nodes belonging to the structure.  

The stiffness matrix K  is an assembly of local stiffness matrices ek  for each elements. In an example 

of a 2D element ek can be expressed as: 

e

a a
k k

a a

 
  

 
   (2) 

Where k  is a local stiffness normalized by element length, and  a  is displacement matrix in vertical 

direction dy and horizontal direction dx as shown in equation (3): 

   

2

2

dx dxdy
a

dxdy dy

 
  
 

   (3) 
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In the same way the stress   and strain   over the whole structure can be computed using 

constitutive relation [19]: 

 E     (4)  

Where E  is the elasticity modulus.   

In the case of a dynamic problem where acceleration is taken into account an inertial force matrix is 

added to matrix equation (1). Materials also have a damping factor, the damping forces are 

proportional to velocity. When added to equation (1) gives :  

    F K U CU M U      (5) 

C  is a material damping factor. U is nodal velocity matrix. M  is a mass matrix and U is nodal 

acceleration.     

Most of the elements used in the model are three dimensional elements with a number of two 

dimensional elements for shells and thin faces. The element can have different shapes, hexahedrons 

and tetrahedrons are the most used in the dummy model. The elements size can also vary, using 

smaller elements is advantageous to capture local effects, but on the other hand it makes solution 

more complex [12]. Higher order elements can also enhance the accuracy of the solution [12]. 

Second order elements include nodes on the element edges in addition to the ones in the corner 

(See figure 5).   

 

Figure 5. Tet-element 1st order on the left, 2nd order on the right 

2.5 Tools of modeling and simulation 
The Crash simulation of FE dummy models was considered a dynamic problem; therefore it was 

carried out using LS-Dyna. It is a software developed by LSTC and is mostly applied for engineering 

problems that include non-linear finite element analyses. It is popular for crash and safety 

simulations, and sheet metal forming.   

LS-Dyna is chosen for its many advantages. It is an explicit finite element solver. It is often useful in 

dynamic and nonlinear analysis, especially when requiring small time steps, in order to accurately 

calculate the varying geometry and the nonlinear material properties. The transient dynamic 
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equilibrium equation is solved by the central difference method. LS-DYNA also uses Newton-Raphson 

method to solve the nonlinear problems, including the contact and impact problems.  

LS-Dyna offers many options to handle the contact between surfaces. In general the contact in LS-

Dyna is treated like a linear spring between slave and master segments. Two distinct methods are 

mostly used in the model, the kinematic constraint method and the penalty method. With the 

penalty based contact, as soon as a penetration is detected a force proportional to penetration depth 

is applied to stop the penetration. This method is based on the segment size and material properties 

of elements involved in contact. It is usually effective when the material parameters between the 

contacting surfaces are of the same order of magnitude. However if the contact is defined between a 

hard material and a soft one, the penalty based contact is not suitable for this task. The constraint 

method can be used instead since it well suited for handling contact between significantly different 

materials. It works by determining the contact stiffness spring, which is a function of nodal mass and 

time step size.  

To setup the connection between components in LS-Dyna, joint relations can be defined between the 

parts involved. There is a variety of joint relations in LS-Dyna. Amongst them in the model are there 

the joint locking, which means locking two components together at three specific points. Spherical 

joint where at a chosen point, all translations are restricted between two parts, only rotations are 

allowed. Rotational joint, where only one rotation is allowed around one chosen axis. A translational 

joint where only one translation is allowed between two components. An illustration of the joints 

mentioned is found in Appendix 7. Another simpler type of relation between two component is 

called the rigid body constrained, where two rigid bodies are merged, the part that is defined as a 

slave is following the motion of the master part. In addition to the joint relation mentioned, the joint 

relation can be completed by defining joint stiffness, in order to define a resisting moment in 

rotation or translation prescribed before, and optionally defining a stop angle where the rotation 

should stop.    

LS-Dyna has a large library of material models. Each component in the dummy can be assigned its 

own material property.  

LS-Dyna has an algorithm to compute first and second order elements. For the first order 

Tetrahedron (Tet) elements, the interpolation is made from one point in the middle of the element 

(figure 6), while for second order the position of the nodes on the edges is also interpolated [17]. The 

integration of hexahedron (Hex) elements is also done based on point in the middle [17]. 

   

Figure 6. From left to right: First and second order tet. First order Hex element. 
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3 Method 

3.1 Modeling the knee 
The parts modeled in LS-Dyna were made similar to the real one in terms of dimensions and 

positioning of rotation axis in regard to other dummy parts. 

Following the knee description in chapter 2.2, the standing position of the leg before the impact is 

shown in figure 7 & 8. The knee clevis (1) stands vertically while the upper support (2) was angled 

with a=12.3 degrees from vertical axis in order to connect with the tibia (4).  

  

Figure 7.Inner parts of right leg standing position 
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Figure 8. View of the knee from right side. 1: Knee clevis 2: Upper support 3: knee axis 4: tibia 

All the knee components are modeled using solid elements, with properties shown in table 1: 

Table 1. Material properties of the knee 

Material Density Elasticity modulus Shear modulus 

Steel 7850 kg/m3 205 GPa 79.3 GPa 

 

On the other hand, the beams are not modeled using solid element. Since they bend significantly 

more than the upper support and knee clevis (see figure 9). The bending of those beams results in a 

leg deformation range within the standard that applies for Hybrid III legs [9].  

 

Figure 9. deformation of knee beam. 
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The task of the tightening plate can be substituted by defining Dofs for upper support, where the 

axial rotation around z-axis will be eliminated. For this reason the tightening plate was not included 

in the knee model.  

3.2 Meshing 
For simplicity some of the modifications have been made on the knee components. These 

modifications are intended to simplify the modelling, quality of the mesh and simplicity to analyze 

the forces and strains in the knee. But most importantly it should be done without affecting the 

kinematics of the knee joint. 

The chamfers and roundings (nr 2 in figure 10) on the edges are deleted in all components in order to 

give simpler geometry and less elements to compute. The threading in the knee axis (nr 1 in figure 

10) and in the upper support are deleted since they would make the meshing unnecessarily 

complicated, and also because they have no function in LS-Dyna modelling. The knee clevis and 

upper support have together four threaded holes (nr 3 in figure 10), these holes are eliminated since 

the presence of a screw assembly would not affect the overall mechanics of the knee. The meshing 

was also done in a way to use as few elements as possible, but at the same time to keep a good 

resolution around small edges and cylinders.  

 

Figure 10. Knee components 

 

Meshing with Hex and Tet elements was tested in LS-Dyna. The computation time was also 

compared between the first and second order elements, since LS-Dyna uses different integration 

methods. The choice of element type was made after comparing all the alternatives in a short 

simulation. Sketches of the original geometry meshing and a detailed meshing quality check of each 

part are found in appendix 3.  

3.3 Assembly 
As explained in chapter 2.5, there are several ways to build up joint relation between the knee 

components themselves, and between the knee and the other components of the leg. In this project, 

two different setups were constructed and tested.  Although these two setups do not match exactly 

the IA-dummy legs, the kinematics of the leg parts are designed to be similar to the real one.  

The first setup is illustrated in the figure 11: 
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Figure 11. Exploded view of the leg with the first Knee joint setup. 

A contact was created between the knee components in order to prevent node penetrations in the y-

direction (see figure 11). The rotation of the knee clevis and upper support around the knee axis was 

assured by a revolution joint. A combination of spherical joint with added stiffness was defined 

between the upper support and the tibia. The stiffness between leg components are found in 

appendix 6. There was no test made specifically on IA-dummy to determine the stiffness, therefore 

some of the values are arbitrary chosen, while others are based on Hybrid III legs. Those values are 

only initial and can eventually be changed after simulation.  

The second type involves the use of beam elements, these elements (see figure 12) are actually 

representing the beams shown in figure 3. The idea behind the second setup was designing the leg as 

a kinematic chain that consists of rigid parts shown in the figure 12 below. In this chain each 

component is locked to only one adjacent component at one single point. Depending on where the 

motion was initiated, all the components will follow the movement like a chain. If for instance the 

movement is initiated in the tibia, the kinematic chain will transfer the movement to the upper 

support causing it to rotate around the knee axis.  The knee clevis or the beams in both cases are 

locked with a damper situated beneath the femur. This damper acts as a spherical joint between the 

femur and the knee.  
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In both configurations the articulation of the legs relative to the standing pelvis can be approximated 

by a spherical joint. 

 

Figure 12. Front view of right leg with second joint setup 

3.4 Modeling the lumbar spine 

Plates 

The plates were replacing other components in the Eurosid II dummy, which fulfill the same function 

of acting as a support for the old lumbar spine. The upper plate is constrained with the abdomen 

carrier frame (part 3 in figure 13) and the lower plate is constrained with a solid part (part 4 in figure 

13) belonging to the hip.  

 

Figure 13. Upper plate 1 and lower plate 2 positioned in the dummy. 
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Spring 

 

Figure 14. Meshed lumbar spine 

Figure 14 shows the lumbar spring meshed in small elements. The challenge was to make the set of 

solid element behave like a realistic spring, bearing in mind the nonlinear properties of the helical 

spring. It is known that the spring stiffness varies as a function of deformation [16]. Alternative ways 

to model the spring are considered as shown in the following chapter.    

Mechanical characteristics of the spring 

The loading type is an important factor that affects the spring behavior. The displacement of the 

spring coils depends on the loading frequency. For instance, in a case of a cyclic load, such load can 

induce a change in the stress, which at certain frequency can exceed the elastic limit of the material 

[18]. 

In this situation, the spring was assumed to be subject only to static loads i.e body weight during 

standing position, and other forces and moments during an impact as shown in figure 15. These loads 

are assumed to be kept constant during a certain period of time. Isolating the spring and assuming it 

undergoing as illustrated in figure 15 a bending torque B, a torsional torque T and a drag force F on 

both ends.  

 

Figure 15. Spring subjected to drag force, bending and torsion 
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During an impact, the spring can be subject to all these moments simultaneously. It was difficult to 

predict the behavior based on solid mechanics equations. One solution was to break down the 

problem into smaller parts. This spring can be replaced by four equivalent springs, three helical 

spring that act in longitudinal, radial and lateral direction and a torsional spring. The characteristics of 

these springs will be derived from their geometry, degrees of freedom and material properties. 

Bending 

Any helical spring subjected to bending has a certain flexural rigidity β0 which is the resistance of the 

spring against flexion. Assuming a steel spring with free length 0l , Youngs modulus E , Shear modulus

G , n  number of coils and r  is radius. The spring has a flexural rigidity expressed by the equation 

below [18]: 

0
0

2

(2 )

l EIG

n r G E






    (6) 

Knowing the flexural rigidity is also a ratio of bending moment to the curvature as shown in equation 

(7) 

  0

2M



      (7) 

M is the bending moment and   is the bending angle. 

The bending moment will be now counteracted by a spring mounted in lateral direction. By 

transforming the moment into equivalent lateral force in the middle, and estimating the 

displacement in the middle from curvature. The result is a helical spring that acts laterally with a 

longitudinal stiffness equivalent to the flexural rigidity. 

For small flexion angles: 

2

d

l
       (8) 

Where d is the displacement at the middle of the spring, and l is the spring length.  

And the lateral force F is:  

2
lM F       (9) 

Inserting equation (8) and (9) in (7) gives: 

2

0

2 ( / 2)F l

d
      (10) 

Equation (10) contains the term F
d

 which the stiffness k  of our spring. 
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0

2

2
2

k
l


      (11) 

Torsion 

For helical springs with round wires, the torsional stiffness [18] is given by:  

  
4

64

Et
k

nD
      (12) 

Where t  is the wire diameter and D  is the spring diameter. 

Compression and Traction  

The longitudinal stiffness of the spring in traction is already estimated in a previous test, where it was 

shown the drag resistance produced by the spring is linearly increasing with displacement [8].  Due to 

steel cable that limit the extension (see figure 4) the load curve is limited to 30 mm in extension.  

Assuming that during the compression, the coils of the spring do not deviate outside due to the 

constraints on the spring, which means the compression of the spring is calculated in the same way 

as a cylinder. Using the solid mechanics principles, the constitutive equation [19] gives: 

The stress: 

N nM

A I
       (13) 

The displacement is: 

   
Nl

AE
      (14) 

As equation (14) shows, the displacement is proportional to the normal force N .  

3.5 Spring design in LS-Dyna 
The properties of the spring in the lumbar spine are summed up in the table 2 below [8]: 

Table 2. Spring characteristics 

Total unloaded 
length 

Mean diameter Wire thickness Number of coils Elasticity 
modulus 

70 mm 59,75 mm 6,5 mm 10 210 GPa 

 

Computing the values in table 2 into equation (12) gives a torsional stiffness equal to 9,8 

[Nmm/rad].The torsional spring consist of two points (1&2), each point constrained with each plate. 

So that when one plate rotates around the vertical axis, the torsional spring will resist the rotation 

with its calculated stiffness.  
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Figure 16. Four springs in lumbar spine. 1&2: torsional. 3&4 helical spring in X&Y direction 

The stiffness in the lateral direction is according to equation (6 & 11) approximately 10 N/mm. There 

are two lateral springs (3&4) acting in X and Y direction. The spring in LS-Dyna consist of two points, 

each point is constrained with one plate, this way when one plate moves in relation to the other in X 

or Y direction the spring will be active, and counteract the motion with its stiffness.  

The vertical spring was modeled in LS-Dyna as a beam element consisting of two point. The stiffness 

of the spring in compression and traction is controlled by a load curve. The load curve is based on 

equation (14) for compression and for traction from a previous study [8]. The load curve can be 

found in appendix 5.  

3.5.1 Clamping of the spring 

The spring has a hook end, which makes it vulnerable for peak stress concentration in the hook due 

to its sharp form, especially during bending and torsion [20]. The stress concentration results in an 

added stiffness of the spring described by the following equation [20]: 

3 2

16 4D
F k

t t


 

 
  

 
    (15) 

Where k is a correction factor for bending curvature, and F is the external drag force. 

This situation requires clamping the spring hook in a way that prevents the risk of rupture. Figure 4 

shows how the spring is assembled with the plate. The hook is entirely framed inside the clamps and 

it is fully constrained with it, meaning the clamps work as a support for the spring hook when it is 

loaded. This was the main reason the plate looks like in figure 17. The rectangular block represents 

the clamps together with the spring hook and allows for a simpler hex-meshing. 
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Figure 17. Meshing of lower plate of lumbar spine 

3.6 Simulation with a body load 
In order to check the dummy’s response and correct any shown deficiencies, it was simulated with 

the application of an external load. It is a gravitational load applied on the entire body of the dummy. 

The simulation was done for the two setup mentioned in previous chapter 3.3.   

3.7 Validation with crash test simulation 
In order to validate the dummy model, it was tested in a crash test simulation, as shown in figure 18 

& 19. The test consists basically of a car model hitting the IA-dummy from the side at a speed of 40 

km/h. This simulation was aimed to reproduce an experiment previously done by Autoliv in the same 

conditions. The outcome of the simulation was used to evaluate the validity of the model. A 

comparison was made based on video sequences of experiment and simulation. Among the things 

that are of interest for validation are the overall dummy kinematics, the trajectory of the head, the 

head impact speed and location.  

 

Figure 18. IA-dummy and a car model 

Furthermore the acceleration of the head, knee and pelvis, and the rib intrusion were also observed 

but they are less important. An attempt was made to filter the measurement data from experiment 

in order to make the acceleration plot readable. Unfortunately the filtering could not be extensively 

used since the peak values were disappearing from the plot. Therefore the data was slightly filtered 

using a Zero-phase filtering function in Matlab called “filtfilt”.   
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3.7.1 Car model 

The car model used in the simulation is a generic model representing a large family car with an 

average dimension [21]. It is a two dimensional model and It only comprises the front parts of the car 

that have an influence on the motion of the dummy during the impact, i.e the parts in direct contact 

with the dummy such as bumpers, car hood, and wind screen. During the validation of the LFC-Buck 

it was made sure that the model wrap around distance falls within a narrow interval defined by 

profiles of other car models [21]. The dimension of the LFC-buck was compared to the car used in 

simulation; it was found that the hood of the car is no more than 13 mm longer than LFC-Buck, while 

the height of the hood is almost the same, which means that the hit point and trajectory can be 

comparable between each other.  

3.7.2 Positioning the dummy 

The dummy was positioned relative to the car according to the experiment previously done by 

Autoliv. Figure 19 shows that the left leg is one step ahead of the right leg. The first point that was hit 

by the car was the knee according to the front view of the impact. The hit point was also located at 

the center line of the car. All these settings are taken into account in order to have a simulation 

comparable to the experiment. The same positioning of the dummy and the car model was 

replicated in LS-Dyna as shown in figure 20.  

 

Figure 19. Dummy positioning before the impact. left: top view. Middle: front view. Right: Side view 
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Figure 20. Dummy positioning in LS-Dyna. Left: top view, Right: side view. 

4 Results 

4.1 Meshing 
A comparison of meshing quality of different knee parts is displayed in table 3 and 4:  

Table 3. Meshing quality of knee components 

 
Upper 

support 
original 

Upper support 
simplified 

Knee clevis 
original 

Knee clevis 
simplified 

Knee 
clevis hex-

mesh 

Knee 
axis 

Aspect ratio 12.12 1.9 3.27 1.77 10.55 6.96 

Number of 
elements 

5139 3902 7629 1789 4478 530 

Smallest 
edge [mm] 

0.05 0.095 0.05 0.29 0.81 0.94 

 

Table 3 shows the modifications made on the modeled components. The number of elements was 

significantly decreased with the simplified model. The smallest element edge was higher in the 

modified components. Too small time step during the simulation are avoided thanks to increasing 

smallest element edges length. 

A smooth variation of element size was also easier to achieve with a Tet mesh. The differences in 

CPU time when applying an external body load are displayed in table 4 below:  

Table 4. Average simulation time for some knee components 

 First order elements Second order 
elements 

knee clevis with Hex 
mesh 

Average simulation 
time for 10 ms [s] 

2290 1306 3648 
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Table 4 shows simulation with Tet-elements in the knee goes faster than Hex-elements. The first 

order elements take more time to simulate than second order. Based on the comparison showed in 

table 3 and 4. A second order Tet-Elements was chosen for Upper support and knee clevis, while the 

knee axis remains with Hex elements, for its cylindrical shape. 

4.2 Dummy kinematics 
The second connection setup in the legs (chapter 3.3) showed some instability when applying the 

load, as the two beams connected to the knees were dislocating from their original positions, which 

caused a shaking movement of the knees. On the other hand the first setup did not show any 

anomalies when applying an external load. For this reason the first setup was chosen to continue the 

simulation with. 

4.3 Simulation time step 
During the simulation it was made sure that the time step was not too small. Table 5 shows the time 

step used in simulation. 

The smallest time step in the model originates from elements in the head flesh components (see 

appendix 8). Mass scaling was used in order to increase the time step, but it became too unstable 

due to material properties of those elements. Therefore the head flesh was converted to a rigid 

body, and the time step was able to increase. To improve the time step even further mass scaling 

was used and resulted in a time step as shown in table 5. The smallest time step is controlled by an 

element belonging in the lower neck. 

Table 5. Smallest time steps in the model 

 Original Rigid part Mass scaling 

 
Smallest time step [s] 

 
3,93 10

-5 
 

2,78 10
-4

 
 

4,5 10
-4 

 
Location of element 

 
Head flesh 

 
Lower neck pivot 

 
Lower neck pivot 

 

The mass scaling did not affect the mechanics of the dummy since it only increase the mass with 

2,36.10-3 % of the total mass. A higher time step with mass scaling was not achievable since it caused 

instability for other elastic components in the dummy.  

Around 50% of the simulation time is consumed by the contact defined in LFC buck.(see appendix 8) 

Otherwise in the dummy alone, the contact within the dummy would take around 13% of simulation 

time.   

4.4 Validation 

4.4.1 Trajectory  

Images generated from a video record of the experiment are displayed in appendix 4 together with 

slides from simulation sequences, they both have time gap of 10 milliseconds between each 

sequence. Table 6 summarizes the observed differences and similarities between the experiment and 

simulation. 
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Table 6. A summary of side crash test simulation and experiment 

 Simulation experiment 

From 0 to 30 ms: 
 

The side crash begins with the car pushing in to the dummy from the side. 
The car pushes the inner leg into the outer leg, making the leg bend. The 
outer leg starts to lift from the ground around 30 ms in both experiment and 
simulation. 

From 40 to 80 ms: 
 

The legs are kept wrapped around the 
car hood front until 70 ms.  
 
The inner arm begins to incline 
towards the car hood between 50 and 
55 ms. 
 
The upper body keeps falling to the 
side, with the pelvis and thighs still in 
contact with the car hood around 80 
ms. 
   
The arm touches the car hood at the 
same spot as in experiment with 
almost the same angle. 
 
Around 60 ms head of the dummy is 
rotated to its left. 
 
 

The legs are kept wrapped around 
the car hood front.  
 
The inner arm begins to incline 
towards the car hood between 40 
and 50 ms. 
 
The upper body keeps falling to the 
side, with the pelvis and thighs still 
in contact with the car hood around 
70 ms.  
 
 
 
 
 
The head still looks straight.  

From 90 to 120 ms: 
 

The upper body keeps rolling over the 
car hood while the distance between 
the pelvis and the thorax increases. ¨ 
 
The entire arm and the shoulder have 
completely landed on the car at 120 
ms with the head looking upward. 
 
The thigh is still in contact with the car 
hood at the moment when the thorax 
and arms are horizontally laid on the 
car.  
 
The gap between the legs is bigger.  
The thigh starts to lift from the car 
hood around 120 ms.  
 

The upper body keeps rolling over 
the car hood while the distance 
between the pelvis and the thorax 
increases.  
 
The entire arm and the shoulder 
have completely landed on the car 
at 120 ms with the head looking 
upward. 
 
The thighs are still in contact with 
the car hood at the moment when 
the thorax and arms are 
horizontally laid on the car.  
 

From 130 to 160 ms: 
 

The head hits the windshield at 136 
ms while the arm and shoulder are in 
contact with the hood.  
The legs and pelvis are not in contact 
with the car but they are following the 
motion of the upper body.  
The orientation of the head is similar 
to the experiment. 

The head hits the windshield at 134 
ms while the arm and shoulder are 
in contact with the hood. 
 
The legs and pelvis seem to move 
freely from the upper body. 
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4.4.2 Impact point  

Figure 21 shows the hit point of the head during the experiment after 134 milliseconds of the first 

impact. Approximately the same location and orientation of the head can be observed in the 

simulation, where the head hits the windshield at 136 milliseconds at the lower edge of the 

windshield. Figure 21 & 22 shows also the orientation of the head is comparable to the experiment.   

 

Figure 21. Head impact location in experiment and simulation 

 

Figure 22. Head impact in experiment and simulation 
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4.4.3 Speed at head impact 

At the impact moment the speed of the head relative to the car was recorded to 13,5 m/s in the 

experiment, while in the simulation where the impact happened 2 milliseconds later the head speed 

was 15m/s.   

4.4.4 Acceleration 

Acceleration data have been gathered for head, pelvis and knee. Not much information could be 

concluded from comparing accelerations of these components. The acceleration plots are shown in 

Appendix 9 where ti could be noticed that the accelerations in simulation and experiment are in the 

same time phase but with different peak values, and higher oscillations in simulation data.    

4.4.5 Pelvis and leg motion 

The motion of the pelvis and the legs looked different from the experiment after 80 ms as shown in 

figure 28. The gap between the legs is increasing in the simulation while they are more or less 

wrapped around the car in the experiment.  It was noticed during experiment that the lumbar spine 

of the dummy has been broken between 100 and 110 ms. (see figure 28). This led to separation of 

the lower body from the upper body, and thus two parts are moving independently from each other. 

This incident could not be replicated in LS-Dyna despite using a soft spring.  

 

Figure 28. IA-dummy in a crash test 

Another factor that could have contributed to the difference is the shape of the bumper. Figure 29 

shows the upper leg and the lower leg are hit simultaneously while in the simulation the first impact 

is below the knee. This means that in the experiment the velocity of the lower leg VL and upper VU 

are equal. In the simulation VL is bigger than VU. 
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Figure 29. Bumper contact with legs 

4.4.6 Interaction inside the dummy 

During simulation a penetration of the spring in the abdomen flesh was detected causing the delay of 

movement of upper body (figure 30). It resulted in a time delay of 30 ms. Therefore a cylinder 

representing the spring has been created in order to interact with the abdomen and initiate the 

motion of the abdomen upon contact with the cylinder (figure 31). The cylinder was made in shell 

elements with same thickness as wire diameter of the spring. The cylinder did not affect the behavior 

of the spring, the properties of the lumbar spine are still controlled by the spring elements defined 

earlier. 

 

Figure 30.  Lumbar spine and abdomen shown from rear view. 
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Figure 31. Lumbar spine with a cylinder representing the spring. 

The introduction of the cylinder had also a secondary effect. The contact area between the lower 

plate and abdomen became larger as shown in figure 32. And thus even larger forces are transferred 

to the upper body. 

 

Figure 32. Lower plate and abdomen interaction. Left: without cylinder. Right: after introduction of cylinder 

Another disadvantage introduced by the cylinder was the initial rotation of the neck. Figure 33 shows 

a comparison of the neck orientation between a dummy with a cylinder and without a cylinder. The 

head looks straight forward without the cylinder, while it was inclined when the cylinder was 

present.  

It was believed that this rotation was due to an increased mass in the lumbar spine. An attempt was 

made with a lighter material and softer during contact, which eventually decreased the force transfer 

to the upper body, it resulted in a too much bending of the neck as shown in figure 34.  
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Figure 33. Dummy at 50 ms, Left: without cylinder. Right: with cylinder.  

 
Figure 34. Neck bending of the dummy 

4.4.7 Influence of lumbar spine stiffness 

The lumbar spine has been tested with a lateral stiffness of 500 N/mm and compared with the initial 

value of 10N/mm. Figure 35 shows the difference between the high and low lateral stiffness. With 

the higher stiffness the upper body had a better roll over motion and was 4 ms ahead of the low 

stiffness, which makes it closer to the experiment. However this was at the expense of the hit point 

location, as shown in figure 36. It also turned out that the lateral stiffness was more influential than 

the longitudinal and torsional stiffness. No major changes have been observed when the longitudinal 

stiffness was increased with a factor of 100.  

The stiffness of the lumbar spine was adjusted by increasing the lateral stiffness to 30N/mm and 

increasing the longitudinal stiffness by a factor of 10. 
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Figure 35. IA-dummy during impact. Up: high stiffness. Down: Low stiffness 

 

Figure 36. Landing of the dummy with high lateral stiffness 

6 Discussion 

6.1 Modelling 
The knee rotation was achieved by the rotational joint set between the knee clevis and the upper 

support. This means the knee axis is not actually needed for the motion itself. It is though included in 

the knee model because the stress distribution on the knee components will be very different 

without it. That is the knee might be studied individually in the future, for instance studying the 
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robustness of the knee. For the same reason the holes in the knee clevis and upper support where 

connection beams should fit are kept in the model, in case the beams need to be added.   

Tet-meshing was chosen for upper support and knee clevis, because they suit better complex and 

narrow structures, and are usually used for incompressible rigid elements [17]. The Tet elements fit 

better to give a finer circular edge than hex-meshing. In order to have an equivalent fine edge with 

Hexs, smaller elements were required, which will cost more computation time. 

The second assembly setup of the leg failed, probably because of the use of connection beams does 

not automatically prevent rotation around the vertical axis. Meanwhile when adding nodal 

constraints for the concerned component creates conflict with other parts. Once this method 

showed some deficiencies, no effort was made to further develop it since the first setup already 

worked well, and also because of time shortage.  

Modelling the spring with its original geometry was disregarded. The task of making that set of solid 

elements (figure 14) to behave like a realistic spring was challenging, due to the nonlinear properties 

of the helical spring. The spring consists of elastic elements which require creating contact between 

the rings; the elements must be small enough to have a stable contact during simulation, which 

would make the simulation very slow and inefficient.  In addition the spring was subject to torques 

and forces in all direction, which will change its shape and thus difficult to predict how it will behave. 

For this reason the choice was made to model the spring with beam elements. 

The lumbar spine in the FE model of Eurosid II initially consisted of one beam element. The first 

solution that comes to mind is using the same beam element with a defined bending, torsion and 

longitudinal load/displacement curves. This solution may appear simple, while the one described in 

chapter 3.5 seems to be more complicated, since it involves many spring elements. But in reality 

using only one beam element is disadvantageous. The spring stiffness varies as a function of its 

shape. When the spring is laterally loaded, its curvature changes, and the coils are not 

simultaneously active, which means the stiffness is not the same along its length. This variation 

cannot be computed on beam elements in LS-Dyna since the beam consists of two nodes. The 

solution proposed in this report offers the possibility to handle each induced load individually in each 

direction, and therefore easy to reconfigure. It also allows the possibility to test other springs in the 

future, since the stiffness’s are a function of geometry and material.   

A spring loaded laterally usually shows considerable difference between the theory and experiment. 

This difference originates from imperfect clamping of spring hooks[18]. In the lumbar spine, the hook 

is tightly clamped, but still there can be some imperfections that lead to different results. The 

behaviour of the spring is also influenced by the pitch angle of loading, especially in case of extension 

[18]. But considering its diameter the spring is relatively short, the effect of pitch angle will remain 

minimal.   

The springs are also vulnerable to buckling when compressed even with fixed ends [18]. Although no 

calculation have been done for the buckling risk of the lumbar spine. It is still considered safe since 

the maximal compression defined in LS-Dyna and the geometry keeps the spring coils away from the 

critical buckling deflection [18]. 
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The simulation time step was increased thanks to using mass scaling and transforming the head flesh 

into a rigid body. However 50% of CPU time was taken by contact defined in LFC buck. This 

percentage is too high for a typical crash simulation [26]. 

6.2 Validation 
The head impact of the simulation was comparable to the experiment in terms of head orientation, 

impact location and impact speed which was only 1.5 m/s higher than experiment.  

The time delay of the rotation of the upper body was solved by adding a contact cylinder in the 

lumbar spine, this suggest that creating stiffness and joint relation is not enough, having contact 

interaction between certain component can also be very effective.   

The contact between the cylinder and abdomen was only active in 4 ms, the remaining time the 

lateral stiffness of the lumbar spine was the most important parameter for the dummy model 

kinematics.  

During the simulation it was observed that the head rotates more than it should between 50 and 70 

milliseconds. It is believed to be another side effect of the added mass introduced by the cylinder. 

This rotation of the head did not occur when the cylinder was not included. Despite this error, the 

head still lands correctly on the windshield with an accurate orientation. Furthermore it did not 

affect the overall kinematics. The rotation of the head also occurs in experiment, but just happens at 

a later stage. Rotation of the head cannot be avoided, since it was related to the shoulder tilting, 

which in turn was a result of larger force transfer.  

The acceleration plots were unfortunately not very informative. The first reason is a good filtering 

method was difficult to achieve. With the use of low pass filter it was noticed a lot of peaks have 

disappeared. The second reason is the internal interaction inside the dummy which extensively affect 

the accelerometers is unknown, which means even with a good filtering it is hard to make a 

conclusion. The dummy consist of certain rigid parts that do not transform impact energy into 

deformation, that is why we see for instance higher peak acceleration of the knee. The high 

oscillations of the rib acceleration is already existing in Eurosid II models, as it was shown in previous 

tests [14] &[22] & [27]. No effort has been made to reduce it in this project.  

The simulation was done with a rigid body head in order to make simulation faster. This change 

implies that the maximum acceleration value at the impact will be different from experiment. In 

addition the windshield in LFC Buck was not made of the same material as the experiment.  

The separation between the upper and lower body in the experiment has likely happened due to a 

rupture in the spring clamping. This separation made the legs and thorax move independently from 

each other. Meanwhile in the simulation the pelvis kept following the upper body despite having a 

soft spring in between them. Once the maximum extension of the lumbar spring was reached, the 

maximum drag force was kept constant and has always been present during the entire simulation, it 

appears that it was this force that made the pelvis and legs eventually be lifted and follow up the 

motion of the upper body.  For this reason it looked different from experiment.  The shape of the 

bumper also made a difference on the motion of the leg. As it is shown in figure 29, when the 

velocity of lower leg is higher, the leg undergoes a rotation motion around the joint between the leg 

and pelvis, while if the velocity of the leg is all over the same then the leg only translates laterally.  
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For validation purpose it might be helpful to use of intervals consisting of upper and lower limits of 

acceleration. When applied to graphs it will be easy judge whether a certain part is valid if fits in the 

interval. These thresholds have been used when FE-model of Eurosid II have been developed 

[14]&[22]. 

6.3 limitations and future work 
The biofidelity of the IA-Dummy was not studied in this project, since there are no references 

available. For assessing the biomechanic behaviour of the dummy was based on video sequences 

provided by Autoliv. 

The modelling in this project was limited on the knee and lumbar spine. The remaining upper body 

parts were validated in a different way [22]; their meshing and material properties are not modified. 

The FE model of Hybrid III were also validated but no information about validation tests was 

available. In this work the validation of IA-dummy was done following the test done with the same 

dummy by Autoliv. Although performing a general crash simulation on the entire dummy provides a 

lot of information about the biomechanics of the dummy, it is still necessary to make individual tests 

on certain sub-assemblies, in order to study the biofidelity and the robustness of specific parts [23]. 

And also because the behaviour of the dummy relays on its smaller sub-assemblies, it may be 

preferable to calibrate them before proceeding to the general simulation [24]. In this case a 

pendulum test and a sled test can be performed on the lumbar spine [23]&[24]. The knee assembly is 

suggested to be tested in the same way as a leg form impactor [25]. However, test data of specific 

components/assemblies such as legs, head and neck assembly, torso and pelvis are not available. 

The tests mentioned above are not performed in this project, but due to the way they are modelled, 

they still can be simply modified directly on the dummy, by increasing/decreasing the joint stiffness 

in the knee components, and by modifying the spring stiffness of the lumbar spine. The definition of 

joint stiffness generalized in the knee is advantageous in this sense. During validation, one can simply 

change the stiffness, while keeping the rotational joint to guarantee a rotation between the knee 

clevis and upper support. This change will not affect the motion of other nearby components. On the 

other hand if second setup is to be used, making one single change somewhere in the chain will 

affect the kinematics entirely in the leg.   

Watching the video record of the experiment was helpful to understand what happens during the 

impact in general terms, but it doesn’t give enough information about what is happening inside the 

dummy. The interaction between dummy components is very decisive of the outcome of the 

experiment.  This kind of information was needed in order to make progress in modelling or 

modifying the dummy. Therefore many of the configurations in the dummy were made based on a 

series of trial and error, a method that was very time consuming. This problem was especially faced 

when the hip, lumbar spine and abdomen was modelled.   

Having a comparable head impact does not imply that other parts of the FE dummy also have similar 

motion to experiment. The challenge during validation was to make sure all the part will exhibit 

similar motion to the experiment. In general the dummy model had reacted to the side collision as 

expected, despite some differences from the experiment. The model can be further improved to be 

more realistic, but it requires deep investigation of smaller details.   
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7 Conclusions 
In this project, the FE element model of IA-dummy has been developed. During the validation the 

dummy model did not exhibit a motion that was too deviant from the experiment. It did only differ in 

a few milliseconds in time delay and the initial rotation of the head. The impact speed of the head 

was 1,5 m/s higher in simulation. Besides that the bending of the legs during the first moments was 

fine and the head impact on the windshield was matching with experiment.   

In general, according to the evaluation method used in this work, the FE-model had a comparable 

mechanical reaction during side impact to the real dummy. However the dummy model acquired at 

the end of the project is not considered flawless. Some features of the model need further 

improvement in the future. However it can only be done through a detailed study of subassemblies 

of interest. If this FE-model of IA-dummy is improved further, it will become a very helpful tool to be 

used passive safety research.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Knee components 
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Appendix 2: Lumbar spine 
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Appendix 3: meshing of knee components 
Upper support 

 

Figure A3. Upper support aspect ratio 

 

Figure A4. Upper support characteristic length 
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Original upper support 

 

Figure A5. Original upper support aspect ratio 

 

Figure A6. Original upper support characteristic length 

Knee clevis 

 

Figure A7. Knee clevis Characteristic length 
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Figure A8. Knee clevis aspect ratio 

Knee clevis original 

 

Figure A9. Original knee clevis aspect ratio 
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Figure A10. Original knee clevis characteristic length 

Knee axis 

 

Figure A11. Knee axis characteristic length 

 

Figure A12. Knee axis aspect ratio 
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Appendix 4 : Side crash test 
Experiment: The elapsed time is shown at the lower right corner on each slide.  
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Simulation: Between each slide beginning from left to right, there is a time difference of 10 ms.  

0 ms   10 ms 
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20 ms   30 ms 

 

40 ms   50ms 

 

60 ms   70 ms 
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80 ms   90 ms 

 

100 ms   110 ms 

 

120 ms   130 ms 

 

140 ms   150 ms 
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Appendix 5 : lumbar spine stiffness 
Figure A15 and A16 show the load curves used on beam element representing the spring in lumbar 

spine. 

 

Figure A13. Spring stiffness in extension 

 

Figure A14. Spring stiffness in compression. 

Appendix 6 : Joint stiffness general in the leg 
The following figure and table shows the stiffness chosen between each components in the leg and in 

what directions are they defined. In addition to stop angles which command a certain component to 

stop rotating once the defined value is reached.  
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Between 
parts 

a & b c & d d & e e & f f & g 

Elastic 
stiffness 

X-
rotation 

[Nm/rad] 

4500 0 500 100000 500 

Elastic 
stiffness 

Y-
rotation 

[Nm/rad] 

561 142 500 500000 500 

Elastic 
stiffness 

Z-
rotation 

[Nm/rad] 

4500 0 500 500000 500 

Friction 
moment 

[Nm] 

10 9.03 0 0 1.355 

Stop 
angles 

140 in X 
0.1 in Y 
50 in Z 

135 90 0.1 45 in X 
23 in Y 

& Z 
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Appendix 7: Symbolisation of joints used in the model 

 

Figure A17. Different joints relation used in LS-dyna 

Appendix 8 : simulation time results 
Details about Simulation time: 

 

Figure A18. Time elapsed in the side crash simulation 
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100 smallest time steps original :  

The smallest elements that control the time step are all located in the head. 

 

Figure 15. 100 smallest elements in the model 
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Appendix 9 : Energy ratio 

 

Figure 16. Energy ratio in crash simulation. 

Appendix 10 : Acceleration curves 
This Section shows the acceleration curves plotted from experiment and simulation. The Definition of 

Y and Z axis are shown in figure A21. 

 

Figure A21. Orientation of dummy and car model. 
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Figure A22. Head acceleration 

Figure A22 shows the acceleration of the head in Y and Z direction. The simulation of Y acceleration 

on the left has larger oscillation than experiment. The peak values at the impact are a bit different. At 

80 ms the dummy arm makes contact with the car, it is marked in experimental curve by a vibration, 

while in simulation it cause a shift in acceleration from negative to positive. The acceleration in Z 

direction has a quite high peak value compared to experiment. 

 

Figure A23. Pelvis acceleration 

Figure A23 shows the acceleration curves of the pelvis in Y, Z and X direction. The Y acceleration in 

simulation shows some correlation with the experiment up to 60 ms. Acceleration in Z is more 
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oscillating in experiment than simulation, between 10 ms and 50 ms.  It was during this period where 

the pelvis and the thighs are in a solid contact with the car front.  

 

Figure A24. Knee acceleration 

Figure A24 shows a knee acceleration curve in Y direction. Both the experiment and simulation have 

an initial positive acceleration in the first 20 ms before it changes sign, it was at that moment where 

the legs collide with each other. The simulation curve has higher peak values. Both curve converged 

to 0 after 60 ms.  
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Rib intrusion 

 

Figure A25. Rib intrusion 

In the experiment the, the rib intrusion was measured in Y direction, while in the simulation the only 

option available is to plot the total rib intrusion based on the discrete element. It still looks the 

penetration in Y-direction is predominant according to figure A25, (left and middle curve). The curve 

from simulation does have oscillation though, but if the average value was to be used, the simulation 

will be close to the experiment. On the other hand the lower rib shows some difference between 100 

ms and 150 ms. The lower rib was being extended in the simulation while it iwas being compressed 

in the experiment, still the maximum difference was only 2,5 mm at the end.   
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